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Introduction
This Nevada chapter is another part of what was to be a hardcopy publication, however,
formatting the text and illustrations proved too difficult and time consuming. I wanted the book
to be spiral bound to lay flat but costs proved prohibitive. I apologize for the poor formatting in
advance, my inability to produce something attractive is of constant agony to me.
Photos are in black and white to minimize the size of these chapter files. Since monochrome
photographs present terribly on ordinary printer paper, I stylized the photos. I hope they give the
feel of this dry desert country if not technical accuracy. The resulting sketch type illustrations are
at 300 dpi, so they will print well on copy paper.
The sites listed were either visited by me or recommended to me by trusted sources. I know I
have missed many points of interests as well as rock shops and clubs. E-mail me if you would
like to be included in the next revision of this text. Several other state chapters are at or near
completion and will be released soon.
Most sites are probably closed as of press time because of the ongoing COVID-19 crisis.
Feel free to distribute this file anywhere you wish. I wish you good health.
Best,
Thomas Farley
Las Vegas, Nevada
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Nevada
Notable
Many Nevada cities have a flashing yellow turn signal at stoplights. Proceed halfway into the
intersection and let oncoming traffic have the right of way. Turn left when clear. I distinguish
northern Nevada from southern at the 38th parallel. In Nevada that line runs between Goldfield
and Tonopah.
Resources
All southern Nevada travelers should consult BirdandHike.com. Although not a rockhounding
site, BirdandHike.com provides tremendous coverage of many areas a rockhound may venture
to, with GPS coordinates and location photos. Produced by Jim Boone, professional ecologist.
Northern Nevada visitors may benefit as well, anyone traveling through the Great Basin. An
essential resource and nothing published in hardcopy comes close. A special point here.
Nevada has outlawed uncapped PVC pipes used as claim markers. These trap birds, condemning
them to death when they drop into the pipes looking for nesting cavities. Other small animals get
trapped, too. It is legal to remove these markers when found and Jim and his people have done a
great job of removing most of them from Clark and Lincoln Counties. If you find one and are
uncomfortable removing it, notify Jim through his website about its location. He will thank you.
I will, too.
https://www.birdandhike.com/Markers/_Markers_Intro.htm
Resources
Kappele, William and Gary Warren. Rockhounding Nevada (Falcon Guides: Guilford,
Connecticut, 2019) Rockhounding Nevada by William Kappele has been the recommended gem
trail guide for years but the title was last revised in 1998. Gary Warren has revised the work for
2019. I have not read this third edition.
Castor, Stephen and Gregory Ferdock. Minerals of Nevada (Reno and Las Vegas: Nevada
University Press, 2004) The essential tome on Nevada minerals.
Massey, Titus, and Wilson. Nevada Trails: Southern Region (Parker, Colorado: APC Publishing,
2015) Good information and excellent maps on driving off-pavement in Southern Nevada. Roads
and routes rated as to difficulty. Roads are more difficult than described as the authors are expert
at 4WD. Expect, too, to find blocked and washed out roads that will terminate a trip at any point.
This is desert driving.
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Orndorff, Wieder, and Filkorn. Geology Underfoot in Central Nevada (Mountain Press:
Missoula, 2001) Excellent in every way. I was hooked at spheroidal and preferential weathering.
Not a mile by mile guide but an area guide. Wander the sites discussed with book in hand.
Johnson, Maureen. Placer Gold Deposits of Nevada (Washington, D.C.: Geological Survey
Bulletin 1356) Available free online in .pdf. Johnson authored a number of placer gold deposit
titles for the USGS. She deserves recognition.
My copy is a used reprint of the original USGS Bulletin. Del Oeste Press in Tarzana, California
published it in 1981. It shows mining districts as yellow spots on a map. The Nevada Bureau of
Mines and Geology and MylandMatters.org present much more detailed district boundaries
online.
My repro includes a fold-out map, much superior to the tiny and unreadable online map. Del
Oeste reprinted many, many guides to placer deposits in the Western United States. Avoid any
copy of Bulletin 1355 printed on-demand as these may not contain the fold-out map.
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Nevada
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White Pine County (Ely)
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Garnet Hill
The following is an updated account of my trip to Garnet Hill in 2016. This article originally
appeared in the August, 2016 issue of Rock&Gem.
A Central Nevada Field Trip to Garnet Hill
References to Nevada’s Garnet Hill kept popping up whenever I scoured my rock and gem
guides. It’s just outside Ely, in the central far-east of the state. The site seemed promising by its
very name. Gold prospectors have a saying: “Find gold where it has been found before.” That
should apply, too, to any gem or mineral. A closer look at my books revealed Garnet Hill to be a
century old collecting site. The garnets might be dark and small but they were there. I was
planning a trip from Las Vegas to Sacramento in late April. Making no sense at all, I decided to
take a huge detour to Ely and then on to California. 562 miles’ worth of detour.
As a disclaimer, I should say that I found little on Garnet Hill. It is a better side trip and not an
end destination if you have only a day to look. But I did gain some important insights that should
help you on your visit. This trip reminded me of my gold seeking adventures. I might get
skunked but I also might find antlers. No gold but perhaps the sight of a majestic Bald Eagle. On
the drive out of Ely I saw my first antelope. To me, that’s worth something. Perhaps to you, too.
To the public, garnet is an inexpensive red gemstone. It is put into rings, earrings, and necklaces.
An everyday jewel. To an industrialist, garnet is a workhorse mineral. Possessing a hardness of 6
to 7.5 on the Mohs scale, the stone is employed in waterjet cutting and as an abrasive powder. It
is also used to filter water. To a rockhound, garnet is a worthwhile and generally available rock
to search for. Depending on where it is collected, it varies richly in translucency and color. The
USGS says, in fact, that “Garnet displays the greatest variety of color of any mineral, occurring
in every color except blue.”
Source: http://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/gemstones/sp14-95/garnet.html Link now dead, try the
Internet Archive to find the article or go to the USGS site and search for current information on garnet.

My first interest in garnets began without luck at the bottom of a gold pan. Heavier than ordinary
gravel, gold prospecting literature said garnets might be left after panning was finished. Alas, I
never found any alluvial garnets while panning out. Perhaps my aggressive style spun them
downstream. Or perhaps their dark color kept them hidden. My gold prospecting friends had
equally poor results. None of them could ever show me a single garnet from any sluice box or
gold pan clean up. Well, then, if I couldn’t find garnets in a flowing stream, I would go looking
in the hills. Garnet Hill, at 7,280 feet, seemed a likely hill.
My preparations might seem unusual. Certainly tiring. I started exercising. I was out of shape
and I knew the high elevation and mountainous terrain would beat on me. With my road trip as
motivation, I began running or walking every other day. I also gathered my tools, including the
screens I normally used in gold prospecting. Various visitors on the net described how they
screened to remove larger rocks from the very small garnets. I also filled up a five-gallon jerry
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can with water to use with my five-gallon buckets and screens. I knew dirt and dust could easily
hide the gems.
As before any field trip, I began reading. Minerals.net makes a concise assessment. “Garnet is
not a single mineral but describes a group of several closely related minerals. Garnets come in a
variety of colors and have many different varieties.” That sounded straightforward. And most
books referred to only five or six varieties. Pyrope, almandine, and spessartine are three. Again,
a somewhat approachable subject.
Source: https://www.minerals.net Google “garnet” at their site for their latest information.

The jewelry names applied to these varieties are trickier. Joe Rothstein put it this way. “Whether
the phrase ‘whim and whimsy’ was invented to describe garnet nomenclature as used in the gem
and jewelry trade I do not know but it certainly applies.”
Source: J oe Rothstein, “The Gem Garnets” Lapidary Journal (July, 1983) p.606

Saving me from getting lost was Geology Underfoot in Central Nevada. Its Garnet Hill chapter,
Desert Gemstones, describes specifically what I’d find. It gives the stone’s mineralogical
description and its origin. There’s no need to read about garnet elsewhere and then apply it to
Garnet Hill. The authors have already done it.
“The particular type of garnet at Garnet Hill is a beautiful dark variety called almandine.
Almandine consists primarily of the elements iron, aluminum, silicon, and oxygen bound
together into a complex three-dimensional network. The element manganese sometimes
takes the place of iron in the crystal structure, shifting the composition toward the
manganese-rich variety of garnet called spessartine. Some garnets at Garnet Hill contain
both iron and manganese in varying proportions. Mineralogists call them
almandine-spessartine garnets.”
Source: Geology Underfoot in Central Nevada. Richard L. Orndorff, Robert W. Weider and Harry Filkorn. (2001) p.
195 Mountain Press Publishing Company, Missoula, Montana. Permission to use this extended quote was granted to
me by Professor Orndorff on April 8, 2016.

With this tongue twisting orientation, I felt more confident about my upcoming road trip. Garnet
Hill had one variety of garnet with one sub-variety. Still, I wondered what color I might find.
Red? Reddish black? Almandine-spessartine might be either. And even green, if a story I heard
later was true.
I left Las Vegas in a pouring rain. My route on Highway 93 was due north, first through the
Mojave and then into the larger Nevada desert. Nellis Air Force Base was to the west. It was still
raining when I came into Crystal Spring. The highlight of these110 miles was the Pahranagat
Valley. It’s a narrow strip of sometimes arable land fed primarily by three large springs. The
Paiute Indians called this area the “land of many waters.” The Pahranagat National Wildlife
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Refuge visitor center is a must stop. Also, six other nearby locations in Lincoln County reveal
native art and archeological sites.
Source: 30 page .pdf file on Lincoln County rock art and archeological sites archived here:
http://www.birdandhike.com/Glyphs/LincolnCo/LincolnCoRockArtGuide.pdf

At Crystal Spring there is a dogleg four-way intersection. The road north becomes State
Highway 318. The road west is Rachel–Warm Springs Road or Highway 375. This is Nevada’s
officially named Extra-Terrestrial Highway. Years ago, friends took 375 to Groom Lake Road
and followed it to a locked gate that barred access to the almost mythical Area 51. The road east
at Crystal Spring is also interesting. Its US 93. Take that road and you’ll come to the BLM
maintained Oak Springs Summit Trilobite Area. It’s south of the summit at 6,231 feet. Look for
the signed dirt road.
The next 133 miles north were uneventful. 90 miles of it are used twice each year to run the
Silver State Classic. That’s a state approved event in which cars race over the roadway as fast as
they can. The record is 24 minutes! As I came into Ely the weather cleared a little. I drove
through town and headed west on Highway 50. The road to Garnet Hill is just a few miles
outside of Ely. A sign indicates the Garnet Hill Recreation Area and the access road is dirt.
Although there were some muddy ruts from the recent rain, I slogged up with little concern. A
normal clearance vehicle could make it up if driven slowly. I would not advise trailers or large
RVs.
Vital intersection:
https://goo.gl/maps/9727cs1QGn1ySVjk9
39°17.196' N 114°57.858' W
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The first people I met were a family of three, inspecting a gully alongside the road that was about
a third of a mile downhill from the parking lot. They were looking for garnets that had weathered
out of the parent rock which is rhyolite. The group said they found some small garnets but did
not show them to me. When I got to the parking lot there were two passenger cars and three
trucks. A few picnic tables looked in good order, along with a vault toilet. Pinion pines thinly
cloaked the hill, growing out of the light pink rhyolite. Down from the top of the hill, a small
family came to the parking lot, asking me if I knew where any garnets were. I said the previous
group had luck with the drainage ditches, but, I too, was looking. The small children in both
groups were crying. They obviously tired of looking long before their parents.
As I organized my tools, scattered snowflakes and light hail began falling. Cloudy skies meant I
probably couldn’t use reflection to help me. People described walking with their backs to the
9
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sun, hoping to see a garnet reflect. Like what you see with broken glass in a gravel parking lot.
Alas, the sun never came out long enough to help. And what I realized later was that many
garnets were only partially faceted, if at all. That is, they did not all have faces, but were often
irregularly rounded stones that would not easily reflect.
The rain worked against me. It made the soil and every rock darker than usual. Looking for deep
red color, I was instead picking up charred wood from campfires and wet bits of pine cone.
There was no distinguishing the black looking material on the ground from the dark red of a
garnet. Another approach was needed. Perhaps instead of scanning the ground, I could bust open
the rhyolite, possibly exposing garnets. That also proved difficult.
Most broken rock I saw was solid, without voids or fractures. Little chance of finding garnets.
What I wanted were rocks with cavities. Garnet Hill rhyolite contains small holes Orndorff calls
vesicles. These volcanic gas bubble remains were formed as magma cooled. It is in these vesicles
or pockets that garnets can be found. Almost unique to this location, garnets were produced by
hot vapor as the rhyolite magma cooled.
The rhyolite I found with holes only hinted at garnet. I picked up one rock showing material half
the size of a small fingernail, too tiny to easily photograph. The rock exhibited a light colored
druze surrounding a protuberance of the gemstone. This spray of tiny crystals reminded me of
powdered sugar. The Geology Underfoot a uthors say these are other minerals, formed at the
same time the garnet crystals were growing. I put away two rocks that glinted red and continued
scanning the ground. Here’s what I should have done: I should have taken home a five-gallon
bucket or two of promising rock. I could then have carefully hammered the material at my
convenience without being rained on.
Broken rhyolite was everywhere. Was this the natural condition of the hill? Or was all that
broken rock from garnet hunters? There were some spots of solid rhyolite here and there. They
were exposed at the bottom of holes dug through the rubble and into the topsoil. My breaker bar
unfortunately wasn’t heavy enough to split apart the solid rock. At one point a bright green lizard
kept me company, posing long enough for a picture. PhD ecologist Jim Boone later identified it
as a Great Basin Fence Lizard, a common resident of central Nevada.
What about my screens? Again, difficult. Where to set up? I had clues when I went gold
prospecting but this area was a mystery. When gold prospecting I’d set up a screening station
where I wanted to classify material going into a pan or a sluice box. I’d determine that spot by
being on the inside bend of a stream or where there was a great deal of black sand. Most of the
time I would do a great deal of sampling first, by quickly panning out gravel in different
locations. On Garnet Hill I couldn’t find any kind of streambed in the main area. And just broken
rock. No gravel. Given the difficulty of moving around a large tub of water, I decided not to
screen.
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After two hours I collected my tools and prepared to head back to Ely. It was still raining. The
second family I met came down the hill, also fleeing the rain. They showed me three rocks they
had found, each showing garnet stuck to the rhyolite. These stones had significantly more
gemstone than the ones I collected. Perhaps, I thought, it was just a matter of putting in the
hours. hours. And maybe a group is best, more sets of eyes, to scan as much rock as possible.
Before I left, I looked off to the distance to see the huge open pit copper mines at Ruth.
In unadjusted dollars, more money has been produced at these copper mines than the silver and
gold of the Comstock strike.
Source: S
 chilling, John Metal Mining Districts of Nevada, 2d Ed. Nevada Bureau of Mines Map 37. (1969)

Driving back to Ely, I knew I wouldn’t be able to come back the next day. Was there a better
way to search?
I spent that night at the excellent and historic Hotel Nevada. It has many celebrity themed rooms
and a 24-hour restaurant. In the morning I fell into a conversation with the bartender. He said
locals frequent Garnet Hill and it is not worked out. The key, he said, was to go when conditions
were dry. Locals scan the ground for what looks like dried blood. He said that over the years he’s
gathered enough garnets to fill a bottle. With two nice stones he had earrings made for his wife.
And just recently a friend claimed to have found a green garnet. The bartender said he hasn’t
seen it yet but was looking forward to it. I asked about hammering the rhyolite apart. He grinned
broadly and said that might work but he doesn’t do it. He said there were enough garnets on the
surface that most people looked for loose stones. I thanked him and told him I would be back
when I had more time and when it wasn’t raining.
After I got home to Las Vegas I started researching Garnet Hill again. Perhaps I could continue
my search from a distance. I reached out to local rockhounds with no luck. No one had recent
experience with the site. And a local rock shop had no examples from Ely. I then went on on-line
and quickly discovered people were indeed finding garnets on Garnet Hill.
My first stop was at John Betts’ site. He’s a fine minerals dealer. His photo gallery displayed 16
gem-grade garnet specimens, all of them sold. I then went to eBay. There were nine listings, each
showing garnet attached to pinkish colored rhyolite. They weren’t spectacular pieces but ones I
imagined were more typical of the area. I wound up buying ten rocks from two dealers for $35. If
I could not go back to the mountain, the mountain would come to me. In a few days I had both
shipments. Plenty of material to try out an idea I had.
I selected a rock at random to experiment on. Would it be possible to cut out the garnets from the
rhyolite? (I was thinking of tumbling loose stones, which I have now reconsidered.) I took my
Dremel rotary tool and put on an aluminum oxide grinding stone, specifically, a Dremel 952. At
high speed it worked well. Low speeds did not work well, in fact, such grinding produces the
same odor you smell when you get your teeth drilled!
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After a few minutes I removed a stone from its matrix and then tried removing the excess
rhyolite. That’s where things broke down – I couldn’t get the excess removed. Trying to do so
would bring the grinding stone too close to the garnet, possibly breaking it. The stones would
have to be tumbled as is. This experiment taught me that searching the ground is probably the
best approach if one wants individual garnets. I then looked closer at my remaining lot. Each of
the rocks had fracture marks, apparently from being broken open from bigger pieces. So, despite
what the bartender told me, people were finding worthwhile garnets by breaking rhyolite. That
made good news, as it kept all doors open to discovery. If you do tumble, though, you will lose
all the pretty crystal faces that make up a nice looking garnet.
Garnet Hill is best as a side destination if you have only a few hours to spend. Have more time?
Make it a group hunt and hold a picnic if you can. Stay overnight in Ely or camp on the hill.
BLM permits this. Tents and small RVs are the right choice. Do not take a trailer as you will
have trouble turning around. Ely boasts other attractions that are worth a weekend or several
days.
Ely has a world class railroad museum, with both steam and diesel locomotives operating on
miles of track. Of note is the occasionally scheduled Rockin' & Rollin' Geology Train. The
museum touts it as “A lively presentation by a local geologist talking about the railroad, mining
history, and a show and tell of ore samples. All of this as the century-old steam engine is pulling
your train through the great geological ‘museum’ right outside the window of your coach.”
Great Basin National Park is only seventy miles from Ely. The Lehman Caves are there, with
tours given year-round. More than forty years later I still have fond memories of the tour I took
with my family. The National Park Service puts it concisely. “Lehman Caves is a beautiful
marble cave ornately decorated with stalactites, stalagmites, helictites, flowstone, popcorn, and
over 300 rare shield formations.”
Seventeen miles from Ely is Nevada’s Ward Charcoal Ovens State Historic park. Italian stone
masons in the 1870s built these beehive shaped ovens to produce charcoal used in forging and
mining operations. Hiking and mountain biking are both possible from the park. Snowshoeing
and cross-country skiing can be done in the winter. There is a tiny rivulet of water that flows
nearby. I hope it runs year-round.
It would be wonderful to say I made out handsomely on Garnet Hill but I did not. Still, I saw a
beautiful country and learned lessons for my next trip. The next time I will spend several days,
enough for the garnets and the railroad and the caves. If you are interested, find a used book
seller and order Geology Underfoot. Perhaps buy a rock from e-Bay. And get ready for your
Garnet Hill adventure.
Resources (Current as of April 7, 2020 but the virus will impact everything mentioned.)
Hotel Nevada
501 E Aultman Street
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Ely, NV 89301
775-289-6665
Period restored hotel, Denny’s on site, great bar, friendly staff. A little difficult for the mobility
challenged.
https://www.hotelnevada.com
Nevada Northern Railway Museum
1100 Ave A
Ely, NV 89301
775-289-2085
All manner of things railroad related: train rides, locomotive driving lessons, gift shop, walks
around the ground at your own pace. Dirt the Cat. The locomotive barn and the machine shops
are a photographer’s dream. I found a small, overpriced, handmade kit of copper minerals at the
gift shop. Handwritten descriptions by some local citizen. Of, course I bought it.
https://nnry.com
Ward Charcoal Ovens State Park
Physical location:
39°02.231' N 114°50.840' W
(South of Ely by way of HWY 50 and Cave Valley Road)
Contact information:
P.O. Box 151761
Ely, NV 89315
775-289-1693
wcosp@parks.nv.gov
http://parks.nv.gov/parks/ward-charcoal-ovens
Great Basin National Park
Great Basin Visitor Center
100 Great Basin
Baker, NV 89311
775-234-7331
39°00.903' N 114°07.506' W
Lehman Caves Visitor Center
14
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Lehman Caves Road
39°00.490' N 114°13.101' W
No collecting allowed. Campgrounds with water and without. Spotty to non-existent cell phone
service. Do not depend on it. Nearest town is Baker on Hwy 487. It is a very small town. The
Great Basin Café offers food in season without going back to Baker. Two good visitor centers.
The Lehman Caves tour is a treasured memory of my youth. There is quite a process involved in
getting a ticket, book beforehand as far as possible. Everything at this writing should be double
checked before visiting the park due to the virus. Carry extra fuel and top off your tank at every
open gas station.
The park is renowned for its deep, dark sky, however, you must have a plan “B” in case clear
conditions do not prevail. I camped in summer once for three days and never saw stars. All
clouds. A 13,000-foot mountain like Wheeler Peak can make its own weather. Plan to pack up
equipment if need be to drop in elevation or to get to the desert floor Also, time your stay if you
wish to practice night photography. Check how full the moon will be before going.
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Humboldt County, NV (Winnemucca)

Notable
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A large, rural, and remote county. Some hamlets and ranches are so isolated that the Department
of Education pays for a high school student’s boarding in Winnemucca if the family desires it.
This spares the child hours and hours of bus travel each day to get to the nearest school.
Winnemucca is the hub of commerce, everything else in the county spins around it. Gravel
sidewalks in some parts of town for better footing on ice in the winter. Brothels allowed but none
currently working. So far as I am aware.
One year I was playing Blackjack in downtown Winnemucca when the man next to me said he
worked at the local gold mine. I asked where, as I didn’t know any around. He said sixty miles
north down a dusty dirt road. The mine bussed workers in each day. He said the ride wasn’t too
bad anymore. Last year, he explained, they began putting oil on the road.
Resources
Olds, Sarah. Twenty Miles From A Match (Reno, Nevada: University of Nevada Press, 1978)
Compelling portrait of a woman raising her family off the land in northwest Nevada in 1910.
Backbreaking work, tremendous isolation, simple hopes.
Morgan, Dale. The Humboldt: Highroad of the West (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska
Press, 1943) The classic description by Morgan of the Humboldt River. Much original source
material. Well written. The Humboldt trends east-west over 350 miles although not continuously
or always above the surface. Its waters often slip underneath the desert sand to appear miles later,
now brackish and too bitter for cattle to drink. The Humboldt led early cross-country travelers
along, easily followed west when wagons weren’t stuck in the river’s endless mud and sand
bogs.
Please note! I have not visited these places. I was going before the virus hit. Basic info
provided below. I am more interested in the occasional uranium occurrences in the Virgin
Valley region than opal, never-the-less, I was going to try the fee digs to find some opal.
Royal Peacock Opal Mine (fee-dig)
Mailing address:
#10 Virgin Valley Rd.
Denio, NV 89404
775-941-0374
41°47.184' N 119°05.986' W: Mine location in the Virgin Valley
Open May 15th to October 15th
This is a well-established fee-dig that for decades has let rockhounds hunt for specimen and
sometimes gem grade opals. I have not visited but the Peacock Mine is constantly mentioned by
everyone in the rock, gem, and mineral trade. The location is very remote. Really remote.
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Perhaps 35 crow fly miles north east of where Burning Man is held in the Black Rock Desert.
Get out your maps. Their website has everything you need to plan your overnight trip. I say that
because I don’t see how it’s possible to put in a full day and then find a motel. You should be too
tired to drive anyway.
Get street directions at their website and follow. The mine is off of HWY 140 in northwest
Nevada. If from Reno, best approached from Winnemucca. It might seem more straightforward
to head north to Gerlach and then further to HWY 140 but there are little to no services on this
route. (Save for Bruno’s in Gerlach, a wonderful bar, restaurant, and small hotel.) Winnemucca
offers full services and lots of lodging, making it the best jumping off point.
The mine offers a tailings dig and a bank dig. Federal regulators now require that anyone
working the bank must wear steel toed boots, safety glasses, and a hard hat. These are rules
imposed on the mine which they must now enforce. The mine says that they have some of this
gear for rent but visitors should try to bring their own if they can. Rubber boots with caps are
surprisingly affordable at Amazon.
Closest full-service groceries: Lakeview, Oregon – 100 miles; Winnemucca, Nevada – 140 miles
Closest gas and diesel: Denio Junction – 34 miles; Fields, Oregon – 55 miles
Closest propane: Fields, Oregon – 55 miles
https://www.royalpeacock.com/
Rainbow Ridge Opal Mine
Mailing address:
Rainbow Ridge Opal Mine
PO Box 97
Denio, NV 89404
41°47.915' N 119°00.940' W Mine location
Stated physical street address: unable to confirm:
40190 Sagebrush Creek Road, Virgin Valley
Operating since 1949. I have not visited this mine, either, so check their website for more
information.
https://www.nevadaopal.com/#welcome-1-section
Bonanza Opal Mine
Virgin Valley, NV
775-375-5955
41°50.028' N 119°04.650' W
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Same area as the Peacock and Rainbow. Tailings dig. The Bonanza’s website and its
accompanying brochure have many details. They operate Memorial Day weekend through Labor
Day weekend. Good location info at their website, along with a description of the free
campground in the area with potable water.
http://www.bonanzaopals.com/
More Virgin Valley Information
Webpage:
The bottom of this webpage states, “Only the three MSHA registered and safety-inspected Fee
Digs Listed above are legitimate and valid legal pay to dig mines!! Any other fee digs or tours in
the valley without Federal Permits and Insurance and MSHA safety registration/compliance are
scams to make money off you illegally!”
https://www.virginvalleyopalmines.com/fee-digs
Book:
Leechman, Frank. The Opal Book (Lansdowne Press: Sydney, Australia. 18th edition, 1984)
Gemological Fellow Frank Leechman takes us on a world-wide opal tour, with good information
on Nevada’s Virgin Valley. Great stories of opal obsession.
McDermitt
This is background on the area and reporting on the local rock shop. McDermitt is close to the
Nevada/Oregon border. The rock shop owner mentions the Jordan Valley. Travelers from
Winnemucca to Boise on Hwy 95 cross that area while skirting the very southeastern portion of
Oregon and thence into Idaho.
News source:
“McDermitt is unincorporated. Winnemucca is the Humboldt County seat and 80 miles south on
US 95. Humboldt County, Nevada is nearly eight times the size of Rhode Island and home to
some of Nevada’s largest and most productive open pit gold mines. The county is also home to
Nevada’s largest irrigated farm where primarily potatoes are grown for national distributor US
Foods. The median household income in Humboldt County is nearly $70,000 a year, but that is
not statistically uniform across the vast county.”
https://tinyurl.com/McDermitt-background
The Caldera Rock Shop
650 Lasa Drive
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McDermitt, NV 89421
503-495-3087
Rock shop owner description:
“Welcome to our rock shop in McDermitt, Nevada. The famous caldera in this area is a collapsed
volcanic area that erupted over three separate time frames. The Rock hunting area is a giant loop
with accessible roads and smaller roads coming from various digging areas. Some are old digs,
some new and some are private property on ranch land by permission only. It has long been
known for its many varieties of great rock. Also, great mountain views, fresh air, hiking, hunting,
prospecting and camping. My family started to collect here in the late 60s. My Dad Reggie
Kemp owned claims in this area, the Jordon Valley. We work with miners on our claims and also
consign their rock.”
“We have literally tons of rock here at our temporary location at 650 Lasa Dr. in McDermitt. I
encourage clubs and visitors to communicate times they want to visit. This will ensure the rock
shop will be open. Also, to gain access to certain areas. Our number is 503-495-3087. We will
call you back. There will be times we are closed during slower seasons and/or our mining
operations. “
“Our plan is to open up more rock that has been exhausted by surface collectors and hand
diggers. My family purchased the property at the end of our street, where Lasa Dr. meets Hwy
95. Which we will build on at some point a new rock shop. We're excited about it and hope you
drop in the see us.”
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Calderarockshop/about/
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Pershing County, NV (Lovelock)

Rye Patch and The Area in General
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Noted location for nugget hunting. That wasn’t the case when I first saw this ground in the
mid-1990s as you can see by the sign below. I’m not going to provide much information here as
I haven’t visited since 2005. The mostly Mormon town of Lovelock is a good base of operations
for rockhounding and prospecting.
The Seven Troughs area is full of mine dumps and abandoned mining buildings. You will be
alone. I will not give any directions to where I visited in 2005 since I don’t want you lost. Take
waypoints at every opportunity. Go well equipped. This is a good introduction.
https://westernmininghistory.com/towns/nevada/seven-troughs/
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Storey County, NV (Virginia City)

Virginia City
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Home of the Comstock Strike. Saloons, wooden sidewalks, rock shops, a mine tour, a railroad,
and Camel Races once a year. Some locals dress in period costume and sit on storefront benches
to watch people go by. If you ride, the Virginia City loop is outstanding, plenty of twisties.
Virginia City is my happy place.
It is not a town for the physically challenged since steep hills make walking tough, even for those
in good shape. If you are in this position, call the Silverland Inn or the Gold Hill Hotel to see if a
local will run you around in a buggy. During the Camel Races, locals with UTVs shuttle people
from place to place for tip money. Yes, they drive on city streets and are probably totally
unregulated. This is small town Nevada where such wonderful things go on.
Chollar Mine Tours
615 F St.
Virginia City 89440
775-847-0155 |
39°18.161' N 119°39.043' W -- Driveway coordinates
“400-foot level walk down an old mine tunnel. Along the way, your guide will point out the
methods used to excavate and maintain the mine shafts. Guests will hear stories of the day-to-day
conditions that the miners labored under and even the superstitions that they held! For a brief
moment, guests will even get a taste of the real-life working conditions so long ago — as the
guide lights a candle to show how the miners worked in the darkness!”
I haven’t taken this tour but I have walked right by the property. Closed during the winter
season. Cash only, but you are used to that now, right?
https://www.chollarminetours.com/tour
Four-minute ad free video from The Keck (University of Nevada at Reno) filmed at the Chollar
Mine:
https://vimeo.com/showcase/4949353/video/371751618
Comstock Rock Shop
20 S C St
Virginia City, NV 89440
775-847-0383
39°18.641' N 119°38.990' W
A great rock shop for more finished materials. Eclectic selection, a fun stop in V.C. Check hours
before going, this little town is frequently closed when you want it to be open.
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https://www.yelp.com/biz/comstock-rock-shop-virginia-city
Stone Age Quarry
81 S C St
Virginia City, NV 89440
775-847-0706
39°18.59500' N 119°38.990' W
Another fun stop in Virginia City. No web presence. Has a shop in Reno as well.
https://www.yelp.com/biz/stone-age-quarry-virginia-city
The Silverland Inn & Suites
100 E St
Virginia City NV 89440
775-847-4484 – reserve direct, don’t use a third-party booking service
39°18.771' N 119°38.823' W
Wild horses often grazing on the front lawn. Expensive rates for special events like the Camel
Races or the Ferrari Hill Climb if that is still going on. But there is an indoor pool, call to make
sure it is open, and it just a steep two-block walk to downtown Virginia City. Ask the clerk if
they can call a buggy for you.
Limited snacks and coffee for breakfast, better bet is the Canvas Café up Sutton Street from the
hotel. Opens at 6:00 AM, the only place serving cooked food at that hour. The outdoor seating is
wonderful in good weather. The walk uphill to the Café is challenging for anyone with disability
problems. The nearby Virginia City RV Park and Market is still the only place in town to pick up
a variety of food and drinks. Get there before 7:00 PM or call for hours before going. They have
wine . . .
https://www.silverlandinnandsuites.com
https://canvascafe.wixsite.com/canvascafenv
http://www.vcrvparknv.com

Donovan Mill
900 S Main Street
Silver City, NV 89428
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39°15.670' N 119°38.374' W
Outside of Virginia City. Recent UNR video says they are open to giving tours. No tours listed
on their website but perhaps a donation would help.
https://vimeo.com/388749522
##
https://comstockfoundation.org/projects/donovan-mill/

Notes:
A few hotels exist in or near Virginia City, I simply haven’t stayed in them: the Virginia City
Inn, the Sun Mountain House B&B, Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel, and the Gold Hill Hotel, that one
down the road from Virginia City. But the train can take you in if you plan ahead. Some places
you want to visit will be closed. Take period mining costumes with you if you want to dress up
and join the fun of Virginia City.
Other Virginia City Attractions
International Camel and Ostrich Races
A must see. Pay more to get seats in the shade. Do not get seats in full sun.
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https://visitvirginiacitynv.com/events/international-camel-ostrich-races-2/
V&T Railroad Ride and Experiences
Train rides. Need I say more? The half-hour round trip from Virginia City to Gold Hill is great.
Open air on top. Lots of Instagram worthy possibilities but keep a good grip on that selfie-stick,
lest you drop your phone on the rails.
https://www.virginiatruckee.com
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Washoe County, NV (Reno)
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Notable
Washoe County centers around Reno. Numerous rock related attractions demand staying a while.
For a hotel, I like the Eldorado. You can fit a fairly large pick-up truck into their parking garage
and they do have outside parking for larger vehicles. They may have the shortest escalator in the
world. You’ll see. There is always a security guard at the elevators. These people check for your
room key before they allow you to go up. This is really valuable as much of downtown Reno is
sketchy. Interconnected with Circus Circus which has a massive game area for kids. Great coffee
shop with specials after one in the morning. Easy walk to the Truckee River promenade. Bring
your kayak.
For the RV folk, many like the Reno KOA at Boomtown which is west of the city near Verdi.
Some think it is overpriced but it has a pretty location. Big Chevron station nearby. The
Boomtown casino is only a few hundred yards away as well as a Cabela’s. Yes, they are
overpriced, too. It can get cold in Verdi. Pro tip: tarp your windshield before a frosty night. No
scraping in the morning.
Resources
Eldorado Resort Casino (downtown)
345 N Virginia Street
Reno, NV 89501
800-879-8879 (reservations)
https://www.eldoradoreno.com/
Reno KOA at Boomtown
2100 Garson Rd
Verdi, NV 89439
888-562-5698 (reservations)
https://koa.com/campgrounds/reno/
Classic Nevada (Inside the Antiques & Treasures Downtown Mall)
151 N. Sierra
Reno Nevada 89501
775-762-4905
39°31.585' N 119°48.896' W
Rocks and books and CDs on Nevada history. Antiques as well. I haven’t visited but I have
talked at length in person with the Woman in Charge. I see their website is promising original
door knobs from the Goldfield Hotel so we can only wait with anticipation. Classic Nevada also
has a space at Wild Inspirations in Goldfield. I describe that store under the Esmeralda County
entry.
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http://classicnevada.com
Stone Age Quarry
2002 Harvard Way, Suite B
Reno, NV 89502
775-827-1232
39°30.273' N 119°47.040' W
I haven’t visited but the reviews are good. Rock shops are like used bookstores to me. I go into
everyone I can find. I don’t guess what might be there, I just go. Stone Age Quarry has another
store in Virginia City.
No web presence. Try:
https://www.yelp.com/biz/stone-age-quarry-reno
William M. Keck Earth Science and Mineral Engineering Museum
The University of Nevada, Reno (UNR)
1664 N Virginia Street
Reno, NV 89557
775-784-4528
39°32.376' N 119°48.870' W – Building only coordinate, parking is far off
Open weekdays only except for the first Saturday of each month. Free admission. Check on
summer hours before visiting.
The museum, known as “The Keck” by staff, is in the Mackay School of Mines Building, a
classical looking structure in Flemish-bond brick. Gold and silver specimens are first class and
the history of the Comstock strike is well presented. Any rockhound should tour the museum’s
displays of minerals, fossils, mining artifacts, and ores.
In the basement is some of the sterling silver dining set that Mackay commissioned Tiffany and
Company to design and produce. The complete set served 24 and reportedly took Tiffany’s two
years and a million man-hours to complete. Mackay had the dies destroyed later so that no one
could reproduce the pieces. As Thor might say, “That’s what silver barons do.”
Of note is a large display cabinet which houses the Luella Margraveturquoise collection. It has
specimens from around the world, including over 30 examples from different Nevada mines and
localities. Mostly rounded and polished stones, the collection includes a Blue Gem mine
specimen that weighs 704 carats! The grouping also shows stones often mistaken for turquoise,
such as howlite, chrysocolla, wardite, imperialite, and variscite.
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Nearby parking is metered and very scarce when students are in session. A long walk is usually
required even from metered parking. Take lots of quarters or be prepared for credit card entry if
they have stepped up to that. If you have mobility issues, take a Lyft, Uber or taxi from
downtown Reno and get dropped off as close as you can to the Museum. The building is
handicap accessible with restrooms.
https://www.unr.edu/keck
Great Basin Science Sample and Records Library
Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology Publication Sales and Information Office
2175 Raggio Parkway
Reno, NV 89512
775-682-8766
39°34.340' N 119°48.175' W
The Bureau maintains this sales and record keeping outlet at the Great Basin Science Sample and
Records Library building on Raggio Parkway in Reno. It’s recognizable immediately by its
insulating gold clad windows. Maps, books, postcards, and even a small Nevada rock and
mineral collection is for sale at this office. Check their website before going to see what is
available. An impressive display of rock profiles from around Nevada is exhibited at the office,
identifying both rocks and rock formations.
Research is also possible here, although don’t expect the helpful staff to be thoroughly
knowledgeable on gemstones and collectible minerals. This office supports Nevada’s mining
industry in the main, the person you are talking with may know more far more about
diatomaceous earth than turquoise.
http://www.nbmg.unr.edu/GBSSRL/index.html
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Bruno’s County Club / Hotel
445 Main St.
Gerlach, NV 89412
775-557-2220
Two hours north of Reno sits Gerlach on Highway 447. Wild horse country and a jumping off
point for Burning Man people who congregate each year in the nearby Black Rock Desert. The
place to stay while prospecting or rockhounding the area. Fuel up in Reno or Fernley or hope the
gasoline tanker has delivered to Gerlach. You may be waiting a while. Small but serviceable
hotel on the property. The bar and the restaurant have an extremely comfortable atmosphere that
is hard to describe. If I ever go missing, you’ll find me at Bruno’s.
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Clark County, NV (Las Vegas)
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Notable
The United States government owns nearly 85% of Clark County. Air Force bases, three large
National Recreational Areas, a National Wildlife Refuge, and the Nevada National Security Site
remove vast land from rockhounding. The huge and remote Gold Butte National Monument
offers the greatest rockhounding opportunity for casual, non-commercial collecting.
BLM
Red Rock/Sloan Field Office
1000 Scenic Loop Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89161
702-515-5000
36°08.145' N 115°25.668' W
Located in the Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area on the west side of Las Vegas, just
a few miles from the Las Vegas suburb of Summerlin.
https://www.blm.gov/office/southern-nevada-district-office
Las Vegas Field Office
4701 N. Torrey Pines Dr.
Las Vegas, NV 89130
702-515-5350
36°14.743' N 115°14.075' W
BLM’s Red Rock/Sloan Field Office at in Las Vegas manages the Red Rock Canyon National
Conservation Area. This office is out in the Red Rock Canyon Visitor Center. The entire area
prohibits collecting. They sell a few maps. BLM has another office in North Las Vegas which
sells surface status management maps. They are conjoined in the same building as the USFS
office mentioned next.
https://www.blm.gov/office/southern-nevada-district-office
USFS
Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest District Office
Spring Mountains National Recreation Area
4701 N. Torrey Pines Dr.
Las Vegas, NV 89130
702-872-5486
36°14.743' N 115°14.075' W
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This office manages the Spring Mountains National Recreation Area which prohibits collecting.
They sell maps. Humboldt-Toiyabe is the largest National Forest in the lower 48 states. It occurs
as a collection of scattered lands from Reno to Las Vegas. Multiple hardcopy maps needed for
travel. Over six million acres. The usual National Forest collecting rules apply except for the
National Recreation Areas within the Toiyabe. Those are excluded from collecting. Do you sense
a trend here?
The Springs Preserve
333 S. Valley View Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89107
702-822-7700
36°10.346' N 115°11.411' W
–Nevada State Museum
Located on the grounds of The Springs Preserve, this State Museum in Las Vegas has a number
of earth science exhibits including displays on geology, fossils, and rocks and minerals. A small
but excellent fluorescent room.
http://nvculture.org/nevadastatemuseumlasvegas/
-The Nature Exchange
The Nature Exchange is off to the side of the Spring Preserve’s gift shop, a trading post for
children for rocks, shells, insect parts, plant parts and fossils. The Exchange emphasizes the
importance of documenting finds, good advice for anyone going into the field.
https://www.springspreserve.org/explore/nature-exchange.html
The Springs Preserve price structure is confusing. Ask first as to what is being paid for, the
museum, the grounds, or both. The Preserve is near a freeway complex called the Spaghetti
Bowl. If turned around, use surface streets to navigate to the Preserve.
Cactus Joes — (aka Blue Diamond Nursery)
12740 Blue Diamond Rd.
Las Vegas, NV 89161
702-875-1968
36°02.370' N 115°22.038' W
Cactus Joes is a wonderful plant nursery. They are Nevada’s best and largest authorized dealer of
Joshua Trees. They also carry rocks, some rough, some slabs. Much unlabeled, all of it fun. Seek
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out Cactus Joe himself for a good rock talk. Tell him Tom Farley apologizes for not being
around again and that I have some rose quartz for him.
http://www.cactusjoeslasvegas.com/

Jewelry and Mineral of Las Vegas
410 East Sahara Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89104
702-733-7166
36°08.631' N 115°09.130' W
Interesting rock shop located very close to the Vegas Strip.
https://jewelryandminerals.com
Southern Nevada Gem and Mineral Society
3111 S. Valley View #E125
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Las Vegas, Nevada 89102
36°09.697' N 115°06.559' W
This is a club well worth joining if living or visiting in Southern Nevada. Has an agate claim
near the Lake Mead National Recreation Area. A fine club workshop. Check their website before
going to the shop to avoid certain parking spaces.
http://www.snvgms.org/page2.html
Visual Rock ID Sessions in Las Vegas
University of Nevada at Las Vegas
4505 S Maryland Pkwy
Las Vegas NV 89154
702-895-3262
36°06.351' N 115°08.503' W
Lily Fong Geosciences Building
36°06.508' N 115°08.458' W
https://geoscience.unlv.edu/rock-identification-2/
Held while classes are going on in the fall, winter, and spring, these visual rock identification
sessions are very valuable. I have gone to several sessions, particularly to talk with PhD student
Drew Barkoff who was a friend of my now unpublished book. I’d stress that you should bring in
as much information as you can about your specimen’s locality. The geology of an area
determines what can be found in that area.
A geologic map or a small printout of same, no matter how simple, will help tremendously. You
can find those at either http://www.MyLandMatters.org or especially https://macrostrat.org. I
once brought in a rock from Plymouth, California and did not and could not expect anyone there
to know area’s geology. Bring a map of the collecting area if possible. Oh, and a small flashlight
since the conference room is dim. And a hand lens. They have simple test tools like streak plates.
At the above link you will find a link to a .pdf file that explains basic rock ID.
Parking is tough. Many meters accept quarters but in some lots you will get only 10 minutes to a
quarter. On many of those meters they have a credit card system in place. You call the number
on the meter and voice prompts walk you through a ten-minute process to register your credit
card, take down your license plate, and so on. It is frustrating and lengthy to set up the first time,
considering you will be in full sun the entire duration. If you return at a later date your account
will be established and it will be just a matter of calling the number back. There may be other
parking options so, again, check the official UNLV link above.
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Bring a cart or hand truck if you have a large or heavy rock. The Geosciences Building is a long
walk from wherever you park. Everything is on the first floor and handicap accessible. There is
an outstanding display of rocks and minerals on the first floor and I noticed recently that all
ceiling bulbs in the hallways have been replaced. Things look great. The Geosciences Building is
worth a visit just to check out this collection. All campus staff is friendly and people will happily
point you out to the right building.
Gold Searchers of Southern Nevada
Non-profit organization based in Henderson. Monthly outings as weather permits. Has a claim
adjacent to the Nye Gold Seekers’ claim in the Johnnie Mining District outside of Pahrump in
Nye County. Many people have memberships in both clubs.
http://www.goldsearchersnv.com/home.html
Rupprecht Estate Rock
Jason Fabbi G.G.
East Las Vegas, NV
702-544-1957
Appointment only.
jhfstones@yahoo.com
Small rock yard representing more than sixty year of collecting in the Southwest by Ed
Rupprecht and his wife. Mostly rocks that take a cut and polish, little in collectible minerals.
Mostly rough, some slabs. Please bring cash in small bills. Rocks in general are two dollars a
pound, slabs more, some things different. Ask Jason for particulars.
Bring your UV lamps, there is a barn like structure on this property with good darkness. I got
plenty of pretty lime/green pieces in quartz like rocks, no red or unusual colors. It was not a
calcite fest, either, which was good. And I only had a SW lamp, so your luck will be better if
your portable lamp has all three wavelengths. Pet wood, opalized wood, a septarian nodule or
two, rhyolite, and on and on. Well worth looking at if you are in Las Vegas.
Contact Jason Fabbi to see if the yard is open. Jason is an extremely talented jeweler with a long
history of collecting and finishing stones. He is very active in the local club, the SNGMS and
does much custom work. He made a handsome bolo tie for me out of gold in quartz that I found.
Here are some pictures, a video, and the eulogy for Ed.
https://southwestrockhounding.com/2019/10/20/the-estate-rock-yard-of-ed-rupprecht-in-east-lasvegas/
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Clark County Museum
1830 South Boulder Highway
Henderson, NV 89002
702-455-7995
36°01.27266' N 114°57.679' W
This is a large complex rather than a single building housing one museum. Thirty acres in all.
The Jilly Bean exhibit showcases Nevada hard rock mining in general and southern Nevada in
particular. Invertebrate marine fossils are featured in another display. These can still be collected
in parts of southern Nevada. Specimens include trilobites, sponges, crinoids, and brachiopods.
https://www.clarkcountynv.gov/parks/Pages/clark-county-museum.aspx
El Dorado Canyon Mine Tours
16880 NV-165
Searchlight, NV 89046
702-291-0026
35°42.611' N 114°48.225' W
“Eldorado Canyon Mine Tours is based in Eldorado Canyon at the historic Techatticup Mine. It's
the oldest, richest and most famous gold mine in Southern Nevada. Just 45 minutes from the
Strip in Las Vegas. We provide historic mine tours, photo shoots, movie backdrops and
canoe/kayak rentals.”
Tours go out from this picturesque road stop of Nelson, Nevada. Despite the address, they are
not in Searchlight. Maps are provided at the website. Nelson is a collection of old buildings,
rusting cars, ancient mining equipment, old gasoline station signs, and every kind of now
collectible discard from generations ago. A great location for trying out one’s camera lenses and
shooting techniques. They charge a little to photograph, more if you are using a model. Call to
make sure mine tours are on.
https://eldoradocanyonminetours.com/mine-tours.html
The First Lode Mine in Nevada
Mormon pioneers settled present day Las Vegas in 1855. With the help of a Paiute guide, a small
scouting party discovered what was eventually called the Potosi Mine in the nearby Spring
Mountains. It produced lead, although it smelted poorly. The ore proved unsatisfactory in the
main, never-the-less, on the return to Utah two years later, several tons of it were hauled 450
miles across the Great Basin to Salt Lake. The ore was eventually used to make tools, paint, and
bullets. Later miners successfully developed a zinc mine at the Potosi. Fluorescent mineral
collectors, therefore, may be interested in the area, check land status first. The entire area
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eventually become the Potosi Mining District. A Nevada Historical Marker stands along Nevada
Route 160 commemorating the efforts of these early miners.
The mine itself is on a rugged off-pavement road in an area with no cell phone coverage.
36°00.062' N 115°29.125' W (Marker location)
Gold Butte National Monument
36°43.906' N 114°13.088' W — Crossroads of Gold Butte Road and HWY 170
This 300,000-acre National Monument allows casual collecting of rocks and minerals. It’s said
that Gold Butte offers a tremendous variety of minerals but none in paying quantities. Materials
previously mined include gold, mica, silver, lead, magnetite, copper and zinc. The Gold Butte
area has a mining district although claiming is no longer allowed. Jim Boone’s site is the best
guide to this remote, service-free area. Past president of The Friends of Gold Butte, Boone
describes rock art, wildlife, cultural resources, camping opportunities, and much more.
https://birdandhike.com
Do not expect to average more than fifteen miles an hour on Gold Butte’s roads. This makes it
difficult to experience the area as a day trip, since one has to drive hours to get to the
Monument’s interior. It is really best for camping, preferably several days. Bring everything
needed. Avoid summer. Large RVs are not recommended as the roads are too jarring to handle
hour after hour. The Friends of Gold Butte produces the best map.
https://www.blm.gov/programs/national-conservation-lands/nevada/gold-butte
Friends of Gold Butte
12 West Mesquite Boulevard, Suite 106
Mesquite, NV 89027
702-613-5875 – telephone number for the Friends, not necessarily the center
36°48.218' N 114°04.110' W
This center relates the “The geology, ecology, and human habitation of Gold Butte.” Sells the
latest and most detailed Gold Butte map. Absolutely essential for travel in the Monument. But it
may not be available online and the center is closed on weekends. E-mail or call first.
https://www.friendsofgoldbutte.org/
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Esmeralda County, NV (Goldfield)
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Notable
Located at the northern boundary of the Southwest is Goldfield, Nevada. Goldfield is
Esmeralda’s County seat, the county having no more than 4,000 citizens. Goldfield is
wonderfully picturesque and quiet. Wild burros, sometimes antelope in the fields. No gas. Fuel
up in Beatty or Tonopah before arriving.
Resources
Artlip, ed. Goldfield and Esmeralda Nevada Mining Districts 1904-1905 (Reno: Domain
Enterprises, 2012) Articles and illustrations from the mining and scientific press as compiled and
edited by Sharon Artlip. She and her sister own the chalcedony claims described further on.
Possibly available in town at Hidden Treasures or Wild Inspirations. ClassicNevada.com has it
and scores more similar publications.
Gemfield Nevada Chalcedony Rock Hounding Site
Near Goldfield, Nevada off of U.S. 95
37°44.370' N 117°17.642' W (Claim information board)
The Gemfield Gem claims are a premier source of chalcedony, quartz of banded, spotted, and
swirling colors. Some response under LW UV. Makes for fine cabochons and tumbling material.
Well graded road leading to the claim area, entry sign prominently marked along U.S. 95. No
large RVs but passenger vehicles will have no problems.
These claims have a long and storied history. I wrote about them in the May, 2016 issue of
Rock&Gem. The owners are Sharon Artlip and her sister Nadiah Beekum, with rock shop owner
Bryan Smalley assisting.
Sharon has tumbled hundreds of pounds of material from the claim. The Gemfield claims are
littered with small pieces that make for fine tumbles. Spend several hours at the claim to make
sure you find each of the occurrences of green, red, light blue, and cream-colored stones. Sharon
can also do custom tumbling for you. Bring your material along to Goldfield to see if she can
work it up.
This is a self-directed fee-dig operating under the honor system. Rocks are $1.00 a pound.
Register before proceeding to the claim at Wild Inspirations or at Hidden Treasures Trading
Company at 489 Bellevue Avenue.
If you spend two or three hours at the claims the chances are excellent that you will see wild
burros or antelope.
All details and directions are at the claim’s website:
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http://www.gemfieldnv.com
One of my many illustrated posts on Gemfield:
https://southwestrockhounding.com/2019/04/18/another-update-on-the-gemfield-gem-claims-ingoldfield-nevada/
Goldfield’s Gems: A Center of Chalcedony
(Editor’s note: This was my second Rock&Gem article. It was published in their May, 2016
issue.)
By Thomas Farley
A venerable Nevada collecting site has changed ownership and is now open under new
management. The current operators wish to say you are welcome to visit. Very welcome, indeed.
Sharon Artlip and Nadiah Beekum now own and run the Goldfield Gemfield Gem claims outside
of Goldfield, Nevada. The site is about 25 miles south of Tonopah and 190 miles north of Las
Vegas. Only four miles from Highway 95, the site is accessible without four-wheel drive or a
high clearance vehicle. Collecting is on the honor system, with rocks going for a dollar a pound.
Five non-patented lode claims make up the site. Chalcedony (Cal-said-a-knee) is the main draw,
in many forms. Dendritic agate, bulls eye agate, and rainbow agate, all chalcedony variations,
have been collected at Gemfield over the years. In many cases, chalcedony can’t be broken out
into a category. It appears simply as rocks with tints of red, pink, yellow, and lavender, often
with bands and swirls of color.
Gemfield’s collecting history began in 1962 when Earl Nesser staked his first claim for
gemstones called the New Jerusalem. Goldfield residents thought his pursuit odd, as gold and
silver were what local prospectors usually looked for. Although gold may be finely disseminated
through the site, there was never enough to make the ground pay. Instead, gems were always the
focus, particularly chalcedony. One claim followed after another until he had five.
Nesser opened the entire site to the public in 1966. Rockhounds flocked to collect its variegated
stones. While entertaining visitors, Nesser sold samples, sacks, and truckloads of rocks to rock
shops and private customers in the United States and abroad. Gemfield’s fame grew.
Gem Trails of Nevada and the Western Gem Hunters Atlas were just two books to note the
Goldfield Gem Claims. James Mitchell in Gem Trails marveled, “It seems that the entire
mountain is made of top quality, immensely colorful cutting material.” And, “Some of the most
interesting and colorful jasper and jasp-agate to be found anywhere is here, and most is solid and
takes an excellent polish.” The Bowman family, later owners of the claim, went further. They
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wrote in visitor handouts that, “The Gemfield deposit is probably the largest mass of colored
gemstone quality chalcedony in the United States.”
The zenith of Gemfield’s fame, though, was probably reached in October, 1984. That’s when
Lapidary Journal carried a lengthy article on it written by Robert Ferguson. Entitled “A Visit to
The Goldfield Gem Claim,” Ferguson’s article contained 21 photographs, many in color. The
“tall, lean and desert tanned” Earl Nesser provided anecdote after anecdote. Notable among them
was the account of chalcedony boulders, tons in weight, sold to German clients who shipped
them home and turned the material into table -ops. The gaudy but spectacular end product can
today only be imagined; after slabbing, cracks and voids in the chalcedony were filled with gold
colored epoxy.
In 1987 Nesser sold most of his claims interest to the Camaldolese Hermits of America, a
Benedictine family of Monks. He retained ownership of the original New Jerusalem Claim. The
monks worked the chalcedony into religious items, such as small rocks inscribed with crosses.
The monks never lived in Goldfield, instead relying on Nesser to ship them rocks. After a few
short years, the monks sold their claims in 1989 to Arthur and Georgia Burton. The Burtons then
acquired the New Jerusalem in 1999 from Nesser who moved to Idaho. All five claims were
once again under a single ownership.
The Georgia Burton Bowman family continued operating the Goldfield Gemfield site under the
honor system. A payment box on the property took money from rock hounds and local residents
forwarded these payments to the Bowmans who did not live in Goldfield. Eventually, the
payment box was stolen, claim markers were vandalized, and trash came to be dumped on the
claims. In September of 2015, Goldfield locals Sharon Artlip and Nadiah Beekum approached
the Bowman family about buying the claims. As nearby residents they felt they could better
manage the property.
Artlip was familiar with the collecting site since the early 1980s. Her father, “Slim” Sirnes,
would often visit Goldfield and she became familiar with the area, as much for the serenity of
rural Nevada, as for the rocks themselves. After working out details and filing the necessary
paperwork, claim ownership transferred to Sharon and Nadia at the end of September, 2015. A
new life had begun for an old site.
Gemfield is easy to get to. It’s right off Highway 95, the main corridor between Las Vegas and
Reno. Two miles north of Goldfield you’ll see a tall green sign pointing to the west. The
Gemfield claims are four miles down a fairly well graded road accessible to almost any vehicle
with normal clearance. Four-wheel drive not required. I would advise, though, against most RVs,
due to a lack of turn around space. But I am getting ahead of myself. Check into the claim by
going to Goldfield first.
The claim owners want you to visit but they want you to sign in first. Doing so lets people know
you are on the ground and signing in is also a release of liability. Four different places in
Goldfield keep visitor logs. (Editor’s note: these stores are listed after this article.)
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Material collection is on the honor system. Collect as many specimens as you like and then
estimate the weight to the nearest pound at a dollar a pound. Drop off cash to one of the above
locations or write a check. Make checks payable to Goldfield Art & BS. You can also PayPal
the money to goldfieldart@yahoo.com.
Now back to the rocks. And that dirt road to the claim that starts at Highway 95. Take your time.
You might see wild burros or perhaps an antelope. Colorful arrow signs point the way at each
fork in the road. After four miles you’ll come to a small parking spot with an information board
and brochures detailing the area. GPS coordinates are N 37°44.370’ W 117°17.642’
The roads beyond the information sign are for high clearance vehicles and perhaps four-wheel
drive. But you can park at the sign and hike to anywhere on the claim site. If you have time to
explore, there are springs, petroglyphs and old kilns nearby. Check the USGS Montezuma Peak
7.5 quadrangle and Stanley Paher’s Illustrated Nevada Ghost Towns & Desert Atlas.
I visited the claim site on a mid-week-day in late February. Sharon Artlip was kind enough to
shut down her store (Goldfield Art & Business) to guide myself and another party to the area.
Following her vehicle wasn’t really necessary because the road was so well marked. It was nice
of her to do this, however, and I got a better idea of what to look for.
As I got out of my truck, I tried to remember what little I knew about chalcedony. Most often I
thought of it as a pale milky or opaque stone used to carve Victorian era cameos. James Mitchell,
in Gem Trails of Northern California, defined it as a “Clear and colorless agate without patterns
or inclusions. A translucent or micro-crystalline form of quartz that is often pale blue or gray
with a nearly wax-like luster.” That’s what I remembered about cameos. Yet all the rocks I had
seen at Artlip’s store were a riot of color and patterns.
Minerals.net describes the word this way. “Chalcedony is often used specifically to describe the
white, gray, or blue translucent type of Chalcedony, but its technical term includes all additional
varieties.” Those varieties comprise, to name a few, Agate, Bloodstone, Carnelian, Chrysoprase,
and Jasper. And, of course, varieties such as Agate can have many forms themselves, such as
Fire Agate, Eye Agate, Snakeskin Agate, or Moss Agate, all of them exhibiting banding or
different colors.
The Henry Holt Guide to Minerals, Rocks, and Fossils reconciles the colored and colorless face
of chalcedony. “Chalcedony (SiO2) is the name given to compact varieties of silica which
compromise minute quartz crystals with sub-microscopic pores. There are two main varieties:
chalcedony, which is uniformly coloured, and agate, which is characterized by curved bands or
zones of differing colour.”
Leaving taxonomy to others, I walked about the low hills of the site. The ground was literally
covered in places with broken chalcedony. It was everywhere. Artlip pointed to different areas
where different colored stones could be found. The brochure she developed was handy,
outlining the many areas of the claim. Wanting only a few hand samples, I left my rock hammer
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and digging bar at the truck. It was obvious I could get what I wanted simply by picking it off the
ground. Or perhaps not.
A chalcedony boulder presented itself near the top of the claim territory. It was over a yard wide
and high, a confusion of swirls and patterns. I thought about how Nesser sold these boulders,
most probably bigger, and how much they might weigh. A dollar a pound? I’d need a bigger
pickup. And a bigger checkbook. Speaking of which, Sharon and Nadia will negotiate a discount
for larger rocks. Also, rock Clubs planning a field trip can contact them and their members will
get a discount, along with a portion going back to the sponsoring club.
While hand sized pieces were numerous, it was obvious that garden sized pieces were much
fewer. They would require work to extract. At many places you could see where others had
labored. One chalcedony pit stood out, it looked like people had a tremendous interest in a light
blue outcropping, judging by past efforts. For me, I was simply interested in a piece that wasn’t
too vuggy, something I could slab at my gem and mineral club. After gathering a few pieces, I
contented myself with touring the grounds and taking in the high desert scenery.
Rural Nevada’s tranquility is always captivating. As open BLM country, one could camp here
amongst the Joshua Trees. Make sure, though, to keep a clean camp and be aware this is desert.
Rattlesnakes, tarantulas, lizards, and other creatures call the area home. Remember, too, that no
mechanical equipment is allowed – picks, shovels and hand tools only.
I noticed Artlip took the other party aside to show them the basics of gold panning. She
previously told me there was black sand on the property and I was now intrigued. I got out my
White’s GMT and detected on the area she collected ground from. The black sand readings
weren’t that high but I looked over only a few feet. As she panned the material out I could see
there was some black sand. Since the Gemfield claims are between two gold districts, perhaps
some flour gold could be found on these hills. Artlip pointed out a gully she thought was under
laid by hardpan. We ruminated that a false bedrock could result, perhaps worthy of prospecting.
People are welcome, she said, to try for gold if they liked.
After an hour or two I decided to go back to Goldfield. I wanted to look up Bryan Smalley at
Hidden Treasures, the local rock shop. He has a Facebook page but no website. I was very
interested in what his store might contain.
I returned to Sharon Artlip’s store for directions to Hidden Treasures. Her place is, again,
Goldfield Art & Business Services, sometimes called Goldfield Art & BS. It’s one of the four
businesses you can check in before visiting the claims. Right on Highway 95 at Fifth Avenue, the
actual address is 306 Crook Avenue. You’ll see a large wooden sign out front that proclaims
“Official Gemfield Headquarters.” (Editor’s note: Store now called Wild Inspiration and run by
different folks. See their information after the end of this article.)
Outside, Artlip has plenty of rock from the claims. Inside, if you ask, she’ll pull out a tray of
polished stones which have been worked up from Gemfield rocks. Sharon now directed me to
Bryan’s shop which is several blocks off Highway 95, at 489 Bellvue, near Bellvue and Oasis.
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Pick up a map at the City’s Chamber of Commerce to guide you. Or just ask someone walking
around. Goldfield’s 200 souls all know each other.
Goldfield is a sprawling ramshackle of a town, its size befitting a place that once claimed 20,000
citizens. Grand stone buildings remain, along with rough-hewn houses, traditional homes, and
single wide trailers. Make sure to slow down as you look around, you’ll find something
interesting at every corner. Art cars worthy of Burning Man? An aluminum giraffe named
Cosmo? It’s all in Gemfield.
I arrived at Bryan’s corner store. In two buildings he has a little bit of everything: rocks from the
area, agates, fossils, collector minerals and more. He told me that he thought it was great that
Artlip was resurrecting the claims. “I think it is wonderful. It’s good rock, it’s good material, it’s
been used off and on but the claim has never seriously been developed. Now, Artlip has the
claims, she’s here in Goldfield and there’s now a chance to get things going.”
Bryan showed me carvings he had made, noting the hardness of the local stone. He said
Gemfield’s chalcedony, when properly heated, made great strikers for flintlock rifles. All manner
of knapping can be done with the rock, from creating arrowheads to producing stone knives.
Bryan knew Earl Nesser, the first claim owner, and can tell you stories about him. He can also
comment on your finds, advising on what you might make out of them.
Artlip says there are plenty of things to do in Goldfield besides looking for chalcedony. “We
have over a thousand miles of roads in Esmeralda County that people can go rockhounding on.
There’s plenty of off-road activities as well as the tremendous historical sites in town. There are
hot springs, antelope, wild horses, wild donkeys and plenty of things to do. Goldfield Days are
the first week in August. It’s not that hot in the summer so if you are in Vegas, come on up.
We’re generally 15 to 20 degrees cooler.”
Thinking of going? The Gemfield claims are on open ground with little shade. Bring a hat, long
sleeves, gloves and plenty of water. You are at 5,000-feet in elevation. Dry. Take extra water and
food so you don’t have to come back to town before you’re ready. Hat and handkerchief. Gloves,
goggles and a spray bottle, along with all of your regular rockhounding tools.
As to facilities, there’s one small hotel in town, connected with the Santa Fe Saloon. More
lodging is in Tonopah, 26 miles away. The Dinky Diner is the one restaurant in town and there is
one general store. No gas in town, so fuel up before you hit Goldfield. Expect some places to be
closed when they should be open. Keep a list of phone numbers for all the places you wish to
visit. Many times, you can call the owner and they will open their shop for you. Don’t be afraid,
too, to ask the townsfolk for directions and information.
One last note. A new heap leach gold mine may be opening near Goldfield. It’s in the planning
stage and is called the Gemfield Mine. An open pit operation, it will have nothing to do with the
Gemfield Gem claims. Sharon welcomes your e-mails at goldfieldart@yahoo.com. And every
business in Goldfield says that you are welcome. Very welcome, indeed.
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Resources
Goldfield Chamber of Commerce
307 Crook Avenue
P.O. Box 204
Goldfield, Nevada 89013
(775) 485-3560
http://goldfieldnevada.org/information.html
Dining
Dinky Diner
323 Crook Avenue
Goldfield, Nevada 89013
775-485-3231
Lodging
The Santa Fe Motel
925 North 5th Ave
Goldfield, NV 89013
775-485-3431
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Wild Inspirations
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P.O. Box 121
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Goldfield, NV 89013
775-485-3789
37°42.560' N 117°14.284' W
https://www.facebook.com/pg/goldfieldwildinspirations/about/
Has some rocks, many of which were collected by the owners. Old maps and documents. You
can register at this shop for digging at the Gemfield Claims. This building was formerly Sharon’s
and still has “Gemfield Headquarters” at the top of the building. As with everything in Goldfield,
call to make sure they are still open. Contact Goldfield’s Chamber of Commerce if necessary.
Hidden Treasures Trading Company
489 Bellevue Avenue
P.O. Box 512
Goldfield, NV 89013
775-485-3761 – Voice mail box is usually full
775-485-3485
37°42.220' N 117°14.066' W
https://www.facebook.com/HiddenTreasuresTradingCo/
bsmalleyhiddentreasure@gmail.com
One of my many posts on Hidden Treasures:
https://southwestrockhounding.com/2019/04/25/bryan-smalley-and-hidden-treasures-trading-co
mpany-in-goldfield-nevada/
Bryan Smalley runs one of the Southwest’s most eclectic rock and gift shops. He is expert on
local rockhounding and accomplished at cutting and lapidary. He does knapping and can talk
authoritatively on making flintlock strikers from locally collected chalcedony. It is sometimes
difficult to find him at his shops, three buildings in total.
Ask locals where Bryan is if you can’t find him. Try the Dinky Diner. The friendly Goldfield
citizens won’t mind your asking. Bryan has a minimal web presence since he focuses on finding
rocks and cutting same. And making doors and entire buildings. Make sure to stop when
investigating the Gemfield Gem claims. Tell him Tom said “Hi” and if you have a rock that
needs cutting, ask him if he has the time. Oh, and buy something!
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Florence and Rustler #2 Mine Tours
Goldfield, NV
Call or text for information and reservations:
James Aurich: 702-622-0500
Jon Aurich: 702-622-1344
Guided surface and underground tours by appointment. The surface tour views head frames,
hoist houses, the black shop and more. Great views of the surrounding country which are
pockmarked with the craters of old mines. One mile from Goldfield on an easy dirt road. Private
residence on site. Those with mobility issues should bring up their condition with the owners
before visiting.
This page linked below contains photos and mine history. Information on the Florence exists in
different places on the web, including Mindat.org.
https://www.yelp.com/biz/florence-mining-company-goldfield-4
Vanderford’s Gold Strike
William D. Vanderford, Consulting Geologist
775-485-3252
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Mailing address:
P.O. Box 27
Goldfield, NV
Shop location:
Highway 95 on the west side of town.
Eclectic materials, well worth a stop. Don’t pay too much.
billvanderford@yahoo.com
Old YouTube video but a good look at the store:
https://youtu.be/I0nFH0Lfh8Q
The Dinky Diner
323 Crook Avenue
Goldfield, NV 89103
775-485-3231
37°42.453' N 117°13.946' W
Menu:
http://places.singleplatform.com/the-dinky-diner/menu?
Your place to eat in Goldfield. Skip a meal in Beatty or Tonopah and eat instead in Goldfield. It
will be worth it. Only place in town to eat but this business does not take advantage of that, they
try very hard. Small-town life; strike up a conversation with the next table. They will fix
anything to go if you don’t have time to dine.
The Dinky is right on I-95 in Goldfield, essentially Main Street. You may miss it coming in from
the south. Turn around where convenient but watch your speed and where you turn as an
Esmeralda County Sheriff is often waiting to catch speeders. Slow down!
A few years ago, I stopped into Goldfield to research my second Rock&Gem article. The
waitress asked me what I was doing in town. I said I was meeting Sharon Artlip to discuss her
chalcedony claims. “Oh, yes,” the waitress said, “Sharon said you were coming in.”
“My mom and I own this business and we are just trying to serve awesome food. With a good
environment and great people. Hours are 7 am to 4 pm, every day except Sundays when we close
at 2 pm. Hope to see you soon!” Karie L.
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Lincoln County, NV (Pioche)
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Clover Mountains Wilderness Area
Twelve miles south of Caliente off of State Route 317 lies the Clover Mountains Wilderness
Area. Rhyolite in shades of, pink, yellow, red, orange and brown. Look for petroglyphs and
pictographs.
37°24.338' N 114°19.618' W (Center of WA)
Philip Neuhoff to Fluorescent Minerals
January 29 at 9:55 PM ·
Broke up the drive to Tucson today with a stop in Pioche, NV. The county historical museum
was open so I stopped in. Was pleasantly surprised to see, along with nice displays of local
minerals, a small but effective FM display. Well thought out, combined LW/SW display with an
explanation of fluorescence and sufficient UV illumination of the specimens. In context I was
impressed.
BLM Oak Springs Trilobite Site
Highway 93 (The Great Basin Highway)
Caliente, NV 89008
775-726-8100
37°36.821' N 114°42.681' W
BLM managed collecting site open to the public free of charge. Mostly partial trilobites here but
finding a full bug will take luck, patience, and time. No services but well-marked trail. The site is
not in Caliente but 11 miles west near the Oak Springs Summit. A brick hammer works better
than a geologist’s pick for splitting shale.
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Mineral County, NV (Hawthorne)
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Rock Chuck Gem and Mineral Gallery
4045 S. Highway 95
Schurz, NV 89427
760-978-4567
38°56.401' N 118°48.638' W
My fuller description with an interactive Google Map:
https://southwestrockhounding.com/2019/04/30/rockchuck-gem-mineral-gallery-in-schurz-nevad
a/
This is the store of John and Chelsea Keady. Rock Chuck isn’t in the Southwest but it is a
mandatory stop leaving or approaching the Southwest. It is outside of Schurz, Nevada, a tiny
town 34 miles north of Hawthorne, Nevada, 90 miles south of Reno. Their store is at the
intersection of South Highway 95 (Alternative) and US-95 itself.
Chelsea and John are miners, lapidary artists, rockhounds, and all-around good people. Bryan
Smalley affectionately refers to them as “The Kids.” These young people signal a bright future
for the rock and gem trade.
They built their store themselves and everything that goes in it. They sell material they have
either personally sourced or dug themselves. That includes Green Mist variscite and Hellfire
agate. They carry many local rocks and gem material and fashion much of that into jewelry. John
and Kelsea sell ready-made jewelry at the shop and they are always ready to do commission
work.
The Keady’s are now keeping the store open more often. Call first, though, to make sure they are
there, and not off on one of their claims. If you can't visit them at the shop, you might catch them
at Quartzsite in January. They try to get there each year.
This store is a memorable stop on any drive from Las Vegas to Reno, or on any travel through
central Nevada. Rock Chuck is big on Facebook so check them out there if you want to keep up
with their latest happenings. They have a nice dog.
https://rockchucknevada.com
Mineral County Museum
400 10th St.
Hawthorne, NV 89415
775-945-5142
Call for hours
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38°31.933' N 118°37.515' W
Well done museum with mining history and some display of rocks. Free admission. Well worth a
stop, especially if staying overnight in Hawthorne. (I recommend the Travelodge). Across the
street from a public rest area. Walking distance of the Hawthorne Ordnance Museum.
“The Mineral County Museum is located at the corner of Tenth and D Streets in Hawthorne,
Nevada. Directly across the street from the rest area on U.S. Highway 95 at the north end of
Hawthorne.”
http://web0.greatbasin.net/~mcmuseum/index.html
Hawthorne Ordnance Museum
925 E Street
Hawthorne, NV 89415
775-945-5400
38°31.870' N 118°37.491' W
Hawthorne is home to the largest ammunition depot in the western hemisphere, possibly the
world. The base does mostly decommission work now, so they say, and as such they furnish a
steady stream of castoff shells and flares and what not to the museum. The museum highlights
the contributions that bombs, missiles, and shells played in keeping us free. You will see things
here that are nowhere else. Get to know your ASROCs (anti-Submarine ROCkets).
The gift shop is amazing and a source of souvenirs your friends will try to steal from you.
Strictly cash, bring plenty. I think there is a commercial ATM nearby. They have t-shirts and
hard goods that are hard to describe. The trick is to get in there by 4:00 PM when they close.
Normally I would recommend a museum, this one I am ordering you to visit. Don’t let me hear
you passed by without stopping.
http://hawthorneordnancemuseum.com
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Nye County, NV (Tonopah)
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BLM Pahrump Field Office
4701 North Torrey Pines Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89130
702-515-5000
36°14.718' N 115°14.038' W
https://www.blm.gov/office/pahrump-field-office
Rock-N-Gold Club
Meeting address:
Pahrump Valley Museum
401 E. Basin Ave.
Pahrump, NV 89060
775 751-8613
36°13.172' N 116°00.335' W
Great gold prospecting club and rockhounding group with a Johnnie Mining District claim. Their
general meetings had been held at 2:00 PM on the third Saturday of the month except for June,
July and August. This group is a recent merger of the Nye Gold Seekers (NGS) and the Pahrump
Valley Rock Hounds (PVRH). The address listed above was for the old meeting place. This is
the kind of local club you want to join. See if something similar is in your area. Learn on
productive ground from the old-timers. Drywashing, metal detecting, panning, are all things you
can learn at a club.
https://www.rock-n-gold.org/
The Beatty Museum
417 Main Street
Beatty, NV 89003
775-553-2303
36°54.368' N 116°45.693' W
Unassuming building and grounds overflowing with objects and curiosities. Mining history and
artifacts; Nevada’s mining past often matches the colorful stories and characters of California’s
Mother Lode. Let me make that clearer. In the Mother Lode, miners had a temperate climate,
water, even if distant, forage for livestock, and timber. In Death Valley and the southern part of
Nevada’s Great Basin, even shade is hard to find.
Staff let me pull out many maps on my last visit. Although volunteer driven, this museum always
has a professional curator.
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Beatty is a gateway to Death Valley. Fuel up here, gas is much, much cheaper than in Death
Valley. The old mining town of Rhyolite is a few minutes away, famous for its modern, ghostly
sculptures, one figure holding a bicycle. The city name, by the way, is pronounced like Warren
Beatty. Not Beety. Despite what you’ve heard.
https://www.beattymuseum.org
Otteson Brothers Turquoise Tours / Dig
Tonopah, NV
The Ottesons were scheduled to bring fee digs back in the spring of 2020 for the general public.
Who knows what the virus will do to their plans? Fee digs in the last few years have been limited
to the membership in certain rock clubs and to others on an individual basis. Don’t think they are
getting rich on your dig fee, I expect half of that money probably goes to insurance, the reason
more fee digs don’t exist.
https://ottesonbrothersturquoise.com/mine-tours
For a look at the great time I had on the last public fee dig Dean Otteson gave, read my first
article for Rock&Gem at this link:
https://southwestrockhounding.com/2019/10/21/a-nevada-turquoise-adventure-from-2015/
The Tonopah Historic Mining Park
Tonopah Historic Mining Park
110 Burro Avenue
P.O. Box 965
Tonopah, NV 89049
775- 482-9274
38°04.136' N 117°13.801' W
http://www.tonopahhistoricminingpark.com/index.html
Tonopah was America’s last great gold and silver strike. You've heard about the Gold Rush of
1849, the Comstock, and the Klondike. But there was also Tonopah in 1900 and for years
thereafter. The visitor center and the park grounds highlight this stupendous and spectacular hunt
for those precious metals at the turn of the century. Five-dollar admission.
The park is right behind the extremely comfortable and period correct Mizpah Hotel. The
entrance road is best approached in larger vehicles by Burro Street. The visitor center parking lot
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has room for two or three RVs and the exit road is a pull-through, so there is no worry about
having to back up.
The grounds offer a self-guided tour. Pick up a map at the visitor center which also houses a
terrific rock, gem, and mineral museum. As for the grounds, hiking the park at 6,000 feet can be
tough at times but take it slow and bring some water. Great opportunities for photographs. For
those out of shape or mobility challenged, tours on a Polaris with a guide can be arranged. Call
for current availability and charges. Jeff Martin is a Park Host and Guide that I have dealt with
many times.
Top your tank before leaving Tonopah since the nearest gas stations are 100 miles north and
south of town. Also consider visiting the Central Nevada Museum before you leave, the city’s
best kept secret. They have rocks. Bring a flashlight.
Central Nevada Museum
1900 Logan Field Road
Tonopah, NV 89049
775-482-9676
38°03.610' N 117°13.246' W
Great museum and grounds. Free admission, donations accepted. Some rocks on display. Great
place if you are researching anything or anyone in the area. Call ahead or e-mail if you are
looking for something particular.
http://www.tonopahnevada.com/central-nevada-museum/
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